The Simeio Difference
Simeio Access Management and Federation (AM-FED) is a proven way to increase user productivity and satisfaction by streamlining operations and giving an effortless avenue for your employees and customers to access the systems and data they need. Simeio AMFED also reduces the risk your employees can expose your enterprise to by giving self-service password management and an increased audit success rate.

You get the latest, best-in-class AMFED technologies with reliable 24/7 monitoring and support — with no hardware or capital investments, lengthy integrations, migrations or upgrades required.

We’ll address serious and rapidly changing security threats while minimizing the impact on your organization, employees and customers.

Simeio Professional Services
Our Advisory Services team enables our customers to quickly launch or expand their IAM Programs, achieving on average a 60% faster time-to-market than traditional IAM implementations.

Free AMFED Assessment
Assess your Access Management strategy with a complimentary quick-start assessment workshop delivered by our subject matter experts.

We use industry-forged consultative processes and leverage our Simeio-defined best practices to assess the scope of your Access Management Program. This can help you to prioritize initiatives and educate your business on how to best gain productivity and user satisfaction, while reducing risk and compliance issues.

Why You Need It
Access Management (AM) ensures you have secure authentication and that your employees have a seamless single sign-on (SSO) to any on-premise application, cloud application or network resource from any device, supporting all federation standards. Our Access Management will solve the following security challenges:

• Frequent help desk calls for password reset
• Employees who manage their IDs and password in a cheat sheet (or even worse, on a sticky note on their desk!!)
• Low rate of adoption of online services
• Complaints of frustrating user experience
• Difficult audit findings and lack of visibility into ‘who accessed what & when’

How You’ll Benefit
• Single sign-on for web apps PLUS self-service password recovery
• Social sign-on & ease of user registration – Facebook, LinkedIn, Google, etc.
• Multi-factor Authentication – SMS, challenge questions, KBA, mobile app, integration with 3rd party providers and biometric authentication
• Risk-based or behavior-based login or adaptive access behavioral pattern-management, connecting administrators to their identity

An AM/Federation/SSO Client Testimonial
“The IAM service from Simeio... supports both our long-term business and technology strategy to provide services and infrastructure for optimum online engagement and transaction with CFA Institute.”

– CFA INSTITUTE
Our Solutions

Our connect and protect focus gives you a complete range of customized solutions, proven effective for over 150 million identities. Get #SIMEIOSAFE

**Identity Administration**
Simeio can manage your end-to-end identity lifecycle for employees, partners, customers and devices. We’ll handle all account requests, approval workflows, automated provisioning, self-service password resets and access termination.

**Business Problems Solved:** Faster onboarding and offboarding, better controls, compliance and cost improvements through automating manual processes and automated access termination.

**Access Governance**
Let Simeio automate compliance and protect your enterprise against threats with solutions for access certifications, segregation of duties enforcement, role management, and identity proofing.

**Business Problems Solved:** SOX compliance, time-consuming manual access review, reduce audit findings or compliance violations.

**Access Management & Federation**
Get peace of mind and much more secure authentication. Simeio can implement a seamless single sign-on (SSO) to any on-premise application or network resource. Enjoy secure access from any device, supporting all federation standards. Educate your business on the risks, all while building your business.

**Business Problems Solved:** Too many sign-ons, frustrating user experience.

**Data Security & Loss Prevention**
Security solutions for all types of databases as a hosted managed service. Set up policies to discover and prevent unwarranted actions on your sensitive content and data in the cloud. Centrally manage and enforce data management policies, alerts, logs and data egress blocking.

**Business Problems Solved:** Ensuring that private data remains private.

**Security & Risk Intelligence**
Deploy and maintain security and behavioral analytics with Simeio. User and entity behavioral analytics can deliver continuous risk monitoring. Sophisticated machine learning algorithms enable real-time detection of breaches and threats.

**Business Problems Solved:** Ensuring that people are using their access appropriately.

**Privileged Identity Management**
Now you can securely manage passwords & SSH keys for SaaS and on-premise applications through auto-discovery, privileged checkout, session recording & threat analytics. Simeio will automate compliance reporting with integration to existing access governance & MFA.

**Business Problems Solved:** Identifying privileged access, reduced risk by improved controls, integration of privileged accounts into governance platform.

**Core Directory Services**
Simeio can help you manage your identities on a global scale, with high performing and flexible virtual directory solutions. Enable secure and seamless access to web and cloud solutions. Full service includes platform integrations, workflow configurations and directory management.

**Business Problems Solved:** Single view of identity in highly complex environment to enable secure and seamless access to web and cloud solutions, giving right access at any time with any device.

**Cloud Security**
Protect critical cloud infrastructure with Simeio Solutions that can detect shadow IT. Automate cloud security admin, including SaaS identity administration and SaaS configuration monitoring. Implement end-to-end control through real-time cloud threat intelligence.

**Business Problems Solved:** Reduction in Shadow IT and improved security around employees use of the internet.